A method is proposed to analyze and evaluate brittle source of the key procedure in increasing the stability during complex parts' manufacturing. Based on the concept of machining cell, brittleness risk is introduced into the stability analysis of manufacturing process; the key procedure in manufacturing process is obtained by analyzing and calculating the brittleness risk entropy of each machining cell. Moreover, brittleness factors of the key process are analyzed to obtain a human-machine-environment brittleness model from man-machine-environment. The improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) is used to analyze the relationship between the brittleness factor and the brittleness event, and a quantification method of the brittle factor in the key process is given. Thus, dangerous brittle sources in key procedure as well as abnormal control points for anomalies can be identified to improve the stability of complex parts' manufacturing processes. Finally, the correctness and effectiveness of this method are verified by using the manufacturing process of an aeroengine blade.
Introduction
In the study of complex parts' manufacturing process, stability is an important index, which is also an important factor to ensure product quality and productivity. Any scheduled tasks and objectives will become empty talk, if the stability of the equipment is not high in the manufacturing process, and, what is more, frequent failures and serious economic losses will be caused. Therefore, how to improve the stability of the manufacturing process has become a common problem faced by modern manufacturing enterprises [1] .
The complexity of manufacturing system stability research is that there are extremely complex relationships between the devices in the system, where discrete events are not synchronized. At present, Petri net and its expansion method have become powerful tools to study the discrete event dynamic system and especially have made remarkable achievements in stability modeling and analysis of the manufacturing system [2] [3] [4] . But these methods neither have self-state changes caused by uncertain factors such as stress load, processing environment, artificial use conditions, and maintenance conditions during the service of the manufacturing system nor provide accurate, comprehensive, and quantitative analysis and evaluation of these influencing factors. The accident cannot be avoided accurately in the manufacturing process, while reducing the stability of the manufacturing system. Moreover, there is little qualitative analysis approach to improve the manufacturing process stability.
The research of system brittleness is a security problem to deal with interferences in the uncertain environment. That is, one or more subsystems of the system would collapse due to a small external interference. With the transmission and expansion of the collapse, the whole system will be collapsed. Brittleness risk is that the system brittleness is excited to collapses suddenly, which is caused by the uncertainty of the risk events of the external environment [5] .
The United States Fouad proposed the concept of system brittleness firstly and has established transient energy function and an approach to analyze vulnerabilities of the neural network [6, 7] . In 2000, Albert et al. researched brittle source based on complicated theory; therefore, they brought the system brittleness into a new age [8] . Wang and Xu proposed a successor failure coupled map lattice model, which is a good mathematical method for cascading failures of the complex network [9, 10] . Wei et al. had researched the system brittleness using the entropy and system mutation theory [11] [12] [13] . These studies focus on theoretical research and have established a study of the universality of all complex systems. Due to the complicacy and specificity of manufacture system, there are some differences in the study of brittleness with the common complex system. Qin et al. introduced brittleness theory of the complex system into the dynamic performance of complex process and analyzed quantitatively the factors that affect the quality dynamic performance of complex process [14, 15] . Liu et al. proposed a stability analysis method of multistate manufacturing system based on brittleness theory by combining the complex brittleness theory with the multistate manufacturing system theory [16] .
The brittleness of complex systems should be carefully studied to keep complex systems in good condition and to prevent from collapsing the whole manufacturing process because of the occurrence of brittle events. Due to the fact that manufacturing system has the hardware and software inherent flaws, external interference may cause irreparable failure of one or more of its subsystems, making the whole manufacturing system not able to work, which is called the brittleness of manufacturing system [17] . At the same time, there are different factors of mutual influence in a single machining unit; one or more factors may cause the machining unit to become abnormal in the process. Therefore, the complex part's manufacturing system is a complex system of collapse with brittle characteristics, and it is feasible that the brittleness theory is introduced into the manufacturing process to improve the stability of parts' manufacturing process.
As the basic element of the manufacturing process, procedure is a crucial impact for the stability of manufacturing process. A key procedure is the basis of improving the stability of manufacturing process, and the stability of key procedure, as an important node in manufacturing process, is ensured by analyzing impact factors of the key procedure. According to the characteristics of manufacturing process, such as complex structure of manufacturing, more fault source, and variable manufacturing tasks, the brittleness risk is explored in the stability analysis of manufacturing process by introducing the concept of machining cell [18] into this paper. On the basis of the research in the literature [19] , this paper obtains the key procedure in the manufacturing process by analyzing and calculating the brittleness risk entropy of each machining cell. The human-machine-environment brittleness model is established by analyzing the brittleness factors of the key process from the man-machine-environment aspects. And then the approach of quantifying the brittleness of the key procedure is given from the improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) to analyze the relationship between brittleness and brittle events [20] [21] [22] and to determine the dangerous brittle source of the key procedure. The control point of the abnormal key procedure is also determined from this method to provide theoretical support for improving the stability of complex parts' manufacturing process.
The Characteristics of Complex Parts' Manufacturing
Complex parts' manufacturing process includes the decomposition of manufacturing characteristics and the arrangements of the manufacturing process for the parts design model. As a carrier of parts' manufacturing information, manufacturing characteristics contain not only geometric topology information but also nongeometric information of manufacturing process, such as materials, hardness, tolerance, and surface quality. In general, characteristics can be divided into the following two categories.
(1) The Main Characteristic. It is used to build the geometric topology characteristics that are the overall structure of parts, which cannot be resplit, such as plane, cylinder, and hole.
(2) The Secondary Characteristic. It is the local geometry attached to main characteristics and is the local modification of the main structure, such as chamfering and keyway.
The complex parts' manufacturing process is composed of a number of object-oriented manufacturing characteristics according to their processing order and the relationship between one other. Beginning with the manufacturing characteristics, the parts' processing should be designed by combining parts materials, the relationship among characteristics, manufacturing resource, the design experience of technologist, and so forth. The complex parts' manufacturing process may be shown from parts, manufacturing characteristics, machining method, machining stage, and manufacturing resource in Figure 1 .
Definition 1.
Complex parts are made up by a number of manufacturing characteristics. For each manufacturing characteristic, it has to go through multiple processes generally to form a process (step) sequence that is called the machining chain. Each element in the machining chain is known as machining element expressed as
where is the th manufacturing characteristic, ∈ , and is total manufacturing characteristics; is the th machining stage belonging to ; is the th machining method in belonging to ; and are manufacturing resources used in belonging to .
The machining cell set, which is formed by each machining stage of all the characteristics on the part, can be expressed as U = { 1 , . . . , , . . . , }; for easy expression, it can be expressed as U = { 1 , . . . , , . . . , }, where is the total machining cell.
For machining cell, we have the following agreements:
(1) A machining cell has only one manufacturing characteristic, and it may be a procedure and also may be a process step. (2) A machining cell belongs to only one machining stage and one machining method.
(3) A machining cell uses only one machine and only one cutting.
In production, all machining cells form the step in accordance with certain rule; the roughcast can be processed between a step and another step in the driving of machining technology. Finally, the roughcast can become the product meeting the design requirement.
The Key Procedure of the Complex Parts' Manufacturing Process
The brittleness exists with the advent of complex systems. For the complex parts' manufacturing system, it has the hardware and software inherent flaws, which cause the whole manufacturing system not to work, because external interference may cause one or more of machining cells to fail to be repaired, which is the brittleness of machining cell.
Definition 2.
In the manufacturing process, the procedure, which has the largest influence on the stability of the manufacturing system, is defined as key procedure.
Definition 3. The risk, of which the machining cell brittleness is excited, collapses suddenly to be defined as brittle risk of machining cell, which is caused by the uncertainty of the risk events from external environment.
Then the brittle risk of machining cell is analyzed to obtain the key procedure by grasping the probability in abnormal processing of the machining cell. That also lays the foundation for the analysis of brittle excitation factors of key procedure.
In manufacturing process of complex parts, brittle events of machining cell, caused by the processing personnel's lack of experience, equipment load, and so forth, may lead to failure of machining cell. Along with the transformation and expansion of the collapse behavior, the entire manufacturing process may be paralyzed. The brittle risk of complex parts' manufacturing is the risk of machining cell failure, because the brittleness of machining cell is excited. Then, it can be considered that the fundamental source of brittle risk of the entire parts' manufacturing process is the uncertainty of these brittle events.
The manufacturing system is made up based on the machining cells ordered relationship and their interconnected relationship. If the machining cell is regarded as a subsystem of the manufacturing system, it can be expressed as , and the manufacturing system is composed of subsystems; that is, = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }.
It is assumed that there is a brittle event = { 1 , 2 , . . . , V } in the subsystem ; the probability of the brittle event ( = 1, 2, . . . , V) is ; there is a basic relation:
Under the action of brittle event , is a subsystem failure probability, and 0 ⩽ ⩽ 1. The subsystem failure probability caused by brittle events is shown as
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In manufacturing system, the utilization coefficient, the subsystem failure effect system collapse, is defined as .
The probability of the collapse of subsystem and the utilization coefficient are normalized to obtain the utilization coefficient of subsystem collapse:
Definition 4. According to Shannon theory [13] , the brittle risk entropy ( ) of subsystem is defined as the average of the risk probability of brittle event in the utilization coefficient space, expressed as
So,
The brittle risk entropy is an uncertainty measure of possibility of subsystem brittleness occurrence. It may be used to judge brittle risk probability of subsystem at a given time, and it also may forecast the subsystem brittle risk.
The brittle risk entropy of each machining cell can be obtained by analyzing the brittle risk entropy of the subsystem. The lower the brittle risk entropy can be considered, the better the stability of machining cell is in the manufacturing process. By contrast, the higher the brittle risk entropy can be considered, the worse the stability of machining cell is in the manufacturing process. The key procedure in the manufacturing can be obtained by comparing the brittle risk entropy of each machining cell.
The Man-Machine-Environment Brittleness Model of Brittle Excitation Factors in Key Procedure
In manufacturing process of complex parts, a brittle excitation factor of key procedure may lead to the brittleness of machining cell, and it may affect other factors and stimulate some others. So, the brittleness of machining cell is excited by a variety of factors in manufacturing process. For example, the machine cutting speed is set too high, because technician lacks skills, which could lead to the thermal deformation of parts, rigid vibration, tool wear, positioning errors, and so forth. Thus, the processing element brittleness is excited. According to the factors analysis of brittle excitation in key procedure, the brittle excitation factors are attributed to each category by the degree of direct impact and indirect impact. Based on the machining cell, the brittle excitation factors of key procedure are analyzed from the man-machineenvironment system engineering, and those may be divided into three aspects:
(1) Personnel impact , including the decision of management, the technology, character, and experience of operator (2) Machine impact , for example, the manufacturing resources, tools, and measuring tools (3) Environment impact , which mainly refers to the influence of other machining cells on this machining cell, including the processing characteristics influences that have been formed on the upper procedure and maybe also including other procedure influences that are the processing characteristics, positioning criteria, processing parameters, and so forth.
Thus, the brittle excitation factor set of the key procedure of manufacturing process is described as
where denotes the influence from man (personnel) in the machining cell, denotes the influence from machine in machining cell, and
indicates that the machining cell is affected by other machining cells in manufacturing process. , . . . , } indicates that there are -brittle excitation event in environment aspect. Here, u is the total number of brittle excitation events, where 1 ⩽ < and 1 ⩽ < . is the sum of the factors that affect the key procedure of the complex parts' manufacturing process, { 1 , 2 , . . . , } indicates that there are brittle excitation factors in man aspect, { +1 , +2 , . . . , ℎ } indicates that there are ℎ-brittle excitation factors in machine aspect, and { ℎ+1 , ℎ+2 , . . . , } indicates that there are -ℎ brittle excitation factors in environment aspect, where 1 ⩽ < and 1 ⩽ ℎ < .
The Evaluation of Brittle Source in the Key Procedure
The human-machine-environment model of brittle excitation factors in key procedure can be established, where the brittle excitation factors in key procedure are expressed through the use of complex system brittle structure, brittle events, and brittle factors, as shown in Figure 2 . In the man-machineenvironment brittleness model, the brittleness of the key procedure is excited if the key procedure is out of control.
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The brittleness of key procedure in the part manufacturing process
The brittle structure of key procedure
The brittle events of key procedure That is, the brittleness is that the machining cell fails in parts' manufacturing process, such as work piece deformation and unqualified processing size. Due to the fact that the human-machine-environment model of brittle excitation factors in key procedure is hierarchical, the brittle source of key procedure may be analyzed and evaluated by using analytic hierarchy process.
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP), which is a decisionmaking approach, is a qualitative and quantitative approach proposed by Satty, a well-known American scientist, in 1977. AHP decomposes a complex problem into various constituent factors, which are grouped into the orderly hierarchical structure. The relative importance of many factors in the hierarchy is determined by the way of comparison; and then the total order of the relative importance of factors is determined by comprehensive judgment of people. Because the judgment matrix of AHP is difficult to achieve consistency and there is a difference between the consistency of the judgment matrix and the consistency of decision thinking, a fuzzy consistent matrix is introduced into the analytic hierarchy process to obtain a practical and effective fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP). The difference between fuzzy analytic hierarchy process and analytic hierarchy process is that the judgment matrix is fuzzy [23] [24] [25] .
In this paper, an improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) is used to convert the priority judgment matrix into a fuzzy consistency matrix, which satisfies the consistency condition and does not need to check the consistency of the judgment matrix. Furthermore, the initial ordering vector, as the eigenvalue of the iteration initial value, is obtained by using the square root method, which reduces the number of iterations to improve the convergence rate.
The steps evaluating brittle source based on the improved fuzzy hierarchy process are shown as follows.
(1) Stratify the Factors according to the Analysis. As shown in Figure 2 , the highest level is the target, and the bottom is all brittle excitation factors.
(2) Constitute the Priority Judgment Matrix. A factor is more important than another factor 0.8 A factor is much more important than another factor 0.9 A factor is extremely more important than another factor 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0. 4 Contrary where E is a fuzzy complementary matrix and the matrix expresses the relative importance of each factor to the upper layer in each hierarchy; is 0.1-0.9 in the matrix usually. If the factor is as important as the factor , = 0.5; if the factor is more important than the factor , then ∈ (0.5, 0.9]; if the factor is less important than the factor , then ∈ [0.1, 0.5). Table 1 shows the 0.1 to 0.9 scale method and its definition. 
And follow mathematical transformation:
The priority judgment matrix is transformed into a fuzzy consistent matrix R = [ ] × ; the matrix R satisfies the consistency condition and does not need the consistency test.
By conversion formula = / , the matrix R is transformed into reciprocal matrix A = [ ] × .
(4) Calculate the Relative Importance of Each Factor to a Factor in the Previous
Level. The fuzzy consistency matrix is used to calculate the order of importance of each factor to a factor in the previous level, which can be calculated by using normalization, ranking method, and the square root method. This paper chooses the root method to guarantee the higher precision requirement.
The ranking vector w (0) is as follows:
where 1 , 2 , . . . , are the ranking weights.
The eigenvalue approach, using the permutation vector w (0) as the iteration initial value V 0 , is used to obtain the highprecision sort vector w ( ) ( is the number of iterations). That is, we have the following:
(
is the iterative initial value; the characteristic vector V + 1 and the infinite norm ‖V +1 ‖ ∞ of V +1 are obtained by using the formula V +1 = AV .
(2) Judgment: the maximum eigenvalue max is ‖V +1 ‖ ∞ if ‖V +1 ‖ ∞ − ‖V ‖ ∞ ≤ , and then V +1 will be normalized:
] . (13) The resulting vector is the final ranking vector. End.
As a new ranking vector, it is put into the next iteration.
(5) The Relative Importance of Each Factor to the Machining
Cell Failure. The relative importance of each layer on the machining cell failure must be calculated from top to bottom. Assume that the weight order vector, −1 elements on the − 1 layer relative to the machining cell, has been calculated:
The weight ranking vector, the elements on the th layer for the th element on the − 1 layer, is set:
where the weight of the element not subject to is zero. Consider
This is an × −1 matrix, which represents the order of the elements on the -layer to the − 1 layer. Then, the synthetic ranking vector of each element on the th layer to the machining cell failure is given by
Also, So,
Here, w(2) is the ranking vector of the elements on the second layer to the machining cell failure.
From the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process, the total ranking of the hierarchy is actually given the relative importance of elements on a layer to the target layer. Thus, results of total ranking of the hierarchy can identify dangerous brittle sources of key procedure in complex parts' manufacturing processes, as well as the control points corresponding to the critical brittle sources of key procedure.
Case
The machining process of an aeroengine blade is taken as an example to verify the effectiveness of this approach [26] . In advanced blade machining center of engine manufacturers, there is great quantity advanced equipment, for example, fiveaxis CNC machine. According to the actual conditions of machining centers, the proposed approach is verified based on the aeroengine blade design requirements.
Obtaining the Key Procedure of a Blade Manufacturing
Process. Due to the complexity of machining aerospace engine blades and limited space of this article, some of the manufacturing characteristics of the blade are taken as an example. The part of the manufacturing process and the required machining cell information of the leaf are shown in Table 2 . Based on the design requirements of the aeroengine blade, manufacturing cost, and production approach, the reasonable process routes are obtained, in which the production cost and manufacturing time are the most reasonable [19, 27] . Formula (6) derives that the brittle risk entropy of machining cell (four-axis CNC machine milling blade dorsal positioning surface) is the highest in the aeroengine blade manufacturing process, as shown in Figure 3 . The procedure, corresponding to the machining cell to the process, is a key process. How to calculate the brittle risk entropy of each machining cell has been described in detail in the article [19, 27] ; this paper will not repeat it.
The Human-Machine-Environment Model of Brittle Excitation Factors of Milling Blade Dorsal Positioning Surface.
Based on the analysis of production factors and expert knowledge and formula (7), the brittle excitation factors of milling blade dorsal positioning surface have been described as
where the abnormity in the key procedure comes from brittle excitation event in man aspect (including the management errors and the operator error), brittle excitation event in machine aspect (including the CNC machine, tools, and measuring tools), brittle excitation event in environment aspect (including the previous procedure which is processing blade top craft station and the roughing processing of blade surface), and 7 brittle excitation events, brittle excitation factors in man aspect (lack of experience and skills and so on), brittle excitation factors in machine aspect (cutting speed being too high, the tool wear, and so on), brittle excitation factors in environment aspect (other machining cell processing precision and roughness and so on), and 25 brittle excitation factors. According to the relationship between the brittle excitation factors of the milling blade dorsal positioning surface, the man-machine-environment brittleness model of milling blade dorsal positioning surface is constructed as shown in Figure 4 . In this model, abnormal processing of milling blade dorsal positioning surface is mapped as brittleness, the manmachine-environment influence aspects of milling blade dorsal positioning surface are mapped as brittle structures, the man-machine-environment influence events of milling blade dorsal positioning surface are mapped as brittle events, and the man-machine-environment influence factors of milling blade dorsal positioning surface are mapped as brittle factors. 
Brittle Source Evaluation of Milling
According to the judgment matrix, the hierarchical single ranking of each evaluation index is calculated by the improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process in the evaluation structure of brittle source of milling blade dorsal positioning surface - 
According to the results of single hierarchy ranking, the total hierarchy ranking of the brittle source of milling blade dorsal positioning surface is obtained. (34)
From the results of total hierarchy ranking, it can be seen that the dangerous brittle source is the brittle excitation factors 10 and 15; that is, the cutting speed is too high and the tool wears. Key man-machine-environmental events and factors are determined as the key control points by the dangerous brittle source of milling blade dorsal positioning surface. The out of control of milling blade dorsal positioning surface may be avoided by taking the corresponding measures to ensure the stability of the blade processing. For example, the key factor, cutting speed, is too high, which can be improved by increasing the feed speed and adjusting the cutting parameters to ensure the stability of blade processing and meet the quality requirements. Based on the brittle risk entropy and improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP), the excitation brittle factors of milling blade dorsal positioning surface are analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, which can ensure the key control points for abnormal process of milling blade dorsal positioning surface.
Conclusion
This paper presented an approach to determine the key control points of the parts' manufacturing process. Based on this approach, the key control points can be effectively identified and improved to raise the stability of the parts' manufacturing process.
(1) From the characteristics of parts' manufacturing, the concept of machining cell was put forward; and the key procedure was determined by analyzing the brittle risk entropy of each machining cell in the parts' manufacturing process.
(2) The human-machine-environment brittleness model of brittle excitation factors of key procedure could be established by analyzing brittle excitation factors from humanmachine-environment.
(3) The brittle sources of key procedure were analyzed and evaluated by improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) to obtain the dangerous brittle sources of key procedure and the control points corresponding to dangerous brittle source of key procedure in complex parts' manufacturing processes. The stability of the parts' manufacturing process could be raised by improving the key control points effectively.
(4) The key procedure was determined by analyzing the brittle risk entropy of each machining cell in the manufacturing process of an aeroengine blade. And then the control points of key procedure, which needed to improve, were obtained by analyzing and evaluating the brittle source of key procedure. Thereby, the example verified the proposed approach effectively.
The key control points and improvement measures are studied, and the accuracy of this approach is better in production efficiency. However, it was necessary to further materialize the key procedure influencing factors in the complex parts' manufacturing process to improve the accuracy and the practicality of this approach.
